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Abstract
Data-driven models have drawn extensive attention in the building domain in recent years,
and their predictive accuracy depends on features or data distribution. Accuracy variation among
users or periods creates a certain unfairness to some users. This paper addresses a new research
problem called fairness-aware prediction of data-driven building and indoor environment models.
First, three types of fairness definitions are introduced in building engineering. Next, Type I and
Type II fairness are investigated. To achieve fairness Type I, we study the effect of suppressing the
protected attribute (i.e., attribute whose value cannot be disclosed or be discriminated against)
from inputs. To improve fairness Type II while preserving the predictive accuracy of data-driven
building and indoor environment models, we propose three pre-processing methods for training
dataset—sequential sampling, reversed preferential sampling, and sequential preferential sampling.
The proposed methods are compared to two existing pre-processing methods in a case study for
lighting status prediction in an apartment building. Overall, 576 study cases were used to study the
effect of these pre-processing methods on the accuracy and fairness of 12 series of lighting status
prediction based on 2 types of feature combinations and 4 types of classifiers. Predictive results
show that suppressing the protected attribute slightly influences overall predictive accuracy, while
all pre-processing methods decrease it. However, in general, sequential sampling would be a good
option for improving fairness Type II with an acceptable accuracy decrease. Fairness improvement
performance of other pre-processing methods varies depending on applied features and classifiers.
Keywords: Fairness; Accuracy; Machine learning; Data-driven model; Building and indoor
environment; Privacy
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1. Introduction
1.1. Motivation for investigating the accuracy and fairness of data-driven building and
indoor environment models
As smart home energy management systems (HEMS) and sensors are rapidly gaining
popularity, an abundance of information (indoor temperature, humidity, motion status, CO2
concentration, and energy consumption, etc.) could be dynamically collected from buildings [1].
This has increased attention to developing data-driven prediction models for: indoor air
temperature [2], building energy consumption [3–5], occupants’ thermal comfort [6], occupancy
status/numbers [7–9], indoor air quality [10], or heating ventilation and air-conditioning (HVAC)
system performance [11]. These models could be further integrated into a model predictive
controller (MPC) that can predefine optimal control signals based on users’ demand, and control
relevant devices via HEMS to achieve cost/energy saving, or peak shifting [12,13].
Existing building and indoor environment models were mostly evaluated or validated by
accuracy measures to show the performance gap that infers the differences between predicted
values and measured/simulated values [14–16]. For data-driven buildings models, commonly used
accuracy measures could be classified for different types of data-driven models. On the one hand,
for regression models that predict continuous quantity outputs, the following measures could be
used: Mean Absolute Error (MAE), Mean Absolute Percentage Error (MAPE), Mean Bias Error
(MBE), Normalized MBE (NMBE), Mean Squared Error (MSE), Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE), and R Square (R2). On the other hand, for classification models whose predictive outputs
are discrete class labels, accuracy, precision, recall, sensitivity, specificity, and F1 score could be
selected. Detailed reviews of data-driven building and indoor environment models and their
accuracy measures can be found in [17–21].
Note that the predictive accuracy of data-driven models highly depends on a representative
training dataset with properly selected features [22]. Commonly used input features for data-driven
building and indoor environment models mainly include meteorological information, indoor
environmental parameters, occupancy related data, time index, building characteristic data, socioeconomic information, and historical data [21]. However, the available features could differ among
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users due to differences in applied data collection devices or different opinions on information
sharing. For example, newly constructed smart buildings are more likely to be equipped with
additional data collection devices than old ones. In addition, some occupants may approve datadriven predictors to use their collected data for prediction, while others might deny it due to privacy
concerns. Note that one common potential privacy issue in the building and indoor environment
domain is the collection and use of occupancy-related data (e.g., number of occupants, motion
status, types of occupant activities, etc.) as previous studies mention it might be used to infer
occupants’ individual location and behavior [23–25]. Thus, occupants should have the option to
deny information disclosure. As a result, data-driven predictors often yield more accurate
predictions for users who provide further information by installing more sensors or who are willing
to provide extra private information. It is unfair for users who want to protect their privacy to have
less accurate predictions.
Furthermore, the predictive performance of data-driven building and indoor environment
models also relies on balanced data [26]. In reality, it may be challenging to collect a balanced
training dataset. For instance, the collected training data from a HVAC system may contain a large
number of normal data but a small portion of faulty data. In that case, the developed data-driven
model would show an accurate prediction for a normal status but a poor result for faulty conditions
[27]. Besides, when collecting data for energy prediction, data distribution varies for different
users. If the user is retired and stays at home most of time, data would be collected mostly during
occupied time. If the occupant is working during daytime, data would be distributed more evenly
between occupied and unoccupied time. As a result, predictors could be more accurate during
certain periods of time than others due to the higher volume of training data [28]. The relatively
poor predictive performance during some periods may further reduce cost-saving potential when
integrating the predictor into an MPC. It is unfair for users to lose cost-saving potential due to the
intermittent poor performance.
However, the above-mentioned fairness problems (e.g., predictive performance diversity
caused by the difference in available/authorized features and unbalanced data) in data-driven
building and indoor environment models have rarely attracted attention. Therefore, the concept of
fairness is introduced in Section 1.2. Then, accuracy and fairness of data-driven models are
demonstrated via application to a detailed monitored apartment building.
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1.2. Background
In general, fairness improvement studies could be categorized into three categories based
on the type of fairness they achieved [29]:
Type I. The prediction provided by the developed model, or the decision made based on its
output is independent of the protected attribute(s). Note that protected attributes are defined as
attributes whose values cannot be disclosed [30] or attributes that cannot be discriminated against
[31]. Commonly used protected attributes include gender, race, and sexual orientation, etc. For
building models, occupancy-related data could be selected as protected attributes, because
occupants may deny usage of this information as input features due to privacy concern. This type
of fairness could be evaluated by two ways: 1) The protected attribute is discarded (e.g.,
occupancy-related data is excluded from inputs of building models by occupants); 2) The
predictive outcomes/values are similar for instances that have different values for the protected
attribute(s) but the same value(s) for the unprotected attribute(s). One example could be given for
non-discriminatory hiring: If two people come from different racial groups (i.e., protected attribute
for this example) but their unprotected features (e.g., educational background and technical
abilities) are the same, they should have the same opportunity to get that job.
Type II. Some given measures of predictive performance (e.g., accuracy) are equal across
groups/conditions defined by the protected attribute(s). For example, to achieve this type of
fairness when predicting energy consumption using occupancy status as the protected attribute,
accuracy should be similar in both cases (occupied/unoccupied). This definition of fairness is more
applicable when predictive performance is the main concern and protected attributes are not
expected to affect it.
Type III. Predictive outcomes should be independent of the predictive probability score of
input data in different groups/conditions defined by the protected attribute(s). Note that probability
score is generalized by probabilistic classifiers (such as logistic regression and Naïve Bayes) to
present probability distribution over a set of classifiers [32]. Here is an example related to nondiscriminatory hiring: if two people have different protected features and unprotected features but
get the same probability score of being employed from the trained probabilistic classifier, their
admission result should be the same.
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Examples for Type I and Type II indicate the aspiration of considering fairness in the
building and indoor environment domain. In fact, fairness-aware machine learning has drawn
increasing attention in recent years and has been applied to non-discriminatory hiring [33–35], risk
assessment for sentencing guidance [36,37], income prediction [37], loan allocation [38,39], and
graph embedding [40]. However, it has not yet been used to investigate fairness problems among
data-driven models in building and indoor environment given the gap between disciplines.
Fairness-aware data-driven building and indoor environment models are worth
investigating for the following benefits:
1) Enabling authority management and privacy protection. Considering data privacy, some
occupants do not want to contribute person-specific (or family-specific) information and
occupancy-related information to predictors. Well-designed fairness-aware machine learning
procedures in terms of Type I could avoid unauthorized private information usage.
2) Ensuring uniform predictive performance among different groups defined by protected
attributes. A related example has been given above when defining Type II fairness: predicting
energy consumption with occupancy status as the protected attribute. Having similar energy
predictive accuracy when the building is occupied or unoccupied could ensure good predictor
performance every time.
3) Preserving fairness for different users. For instance, users from different buildings
usually show different habits and opinions for submitting sensory data to develop data-driven
models. Thus, predictive performance could vary for different users as the available dataset for
model training varies. Considering fairness among these developed models could ensure similar
predictive performance; thus, all users could get similar service provided by these predictors.
Commonly used fairness improvement methods can be classified into three categories: preprocessing, in-processing, and post-processing. Among them, pre-processing removes
discrimination from training data before model training. In-processing methods add fairnessrelated constraints or penalties to the optimization objective function during model training [41].
Post-processing is a method that modifies prediction results of a classifier to achieve fairness. Preprocessing is more applicable when more than one type of data-driven model is implemented.
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Further, training data collected or processed by the fairness-aware procedure has been reported as
the most important place to improve fairness in industrial product development [42].
The easiest pre-processing method to achieve fairness Type I is to suppress protected
attributes from input features [43]. However, this method cannot ensure discrimination decrease
in training dataset and predictive results, and might significantly decrease predictive accuracy
when protected attributes and outputs are highly correlated. Feldman et al. [44] proposed a repair
approach to change unprotected attributes to mask bias while preserving relevant data information.
In their study, fairness is evaluated based on predictability of protected attributes versus
unprotected attributes.
To improve fairness Type II, pre-processing approaches attempting to sample balanced data
in different conditions defined by protected attributes and predictive outputs could be considered.
For instance, to omit bias among the training dataset for a two-class classification problem with
one binary protected attribute, Kamiran and Calders [43] proposed uniform sampling and
preferential sampling methods that balance data amount in different conditions. When multivariate non-binary protected variables are defined, an optimized data transformation procedure
proposed by Calmon et al. [37] could be used to improve fairness with acceptable classification
accuracy decrease. Furthermore, in building and indoor environment, some methods have been
proposed in recent years to sample a balanced training dataset. For instance, Zhang et al. [28]
proposed a clustering decision tree algorithm to identify building operation conditions and then
randomly duplicate or remove data from conditions with more or less data than expected. Results
show that increasing the training sample proportion of a condition would decrease the MAE of
building energy load prediction under that condition. Yan et al. [45] applied the generative
adversarial network algorithms to generate an additional artificial fault training dataset before
training classifiers for fault detection and chiller diagnosis. The rebalanced training dataset
significantly increases fault detection classification accuracy. However, these studies have never
been applied to solve fairness problems.
1.3. Objective, contribution, and structure of this study
The main objective of this study is to introduce and investigate the fairness concept in the
building and indoor environment domain with minimal accuracy decrease. To be more specific,
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this research is intended to study accuracy and fairness (Type I or Type II) in data-driven building
and indoor environment models by suppressing the protected attribute from inputs or by
eliminating discrimination in training dataset via pre-processing methods. This study presents
three pre-processing methods—sequential sampling, reversed preferential sampling, and
sequential preferential sampling. These methods are meant to transform candidate training dataset
into a balanced training dataset, thereby ensuring that developed data-driven models perform well
in different situations defined by protected attributes (i.e., improve fairness Type II). These
proposed methods are compared to two existing pre-processing methods—uniform sampling and
preferential sampling—in a case study investigating their effect on accuracy and fairness of datadriven building and indoor environment models.
Therefore, the primary role of this study is to investigate the trade-off between fairness and
accuracy of data-driven building and indoor environment models. It is the first work to introduce
the fairness concept into the building and indoor environment domain. Additionally, this study
proposes three pre-processing methods to improve fairness while preserving predictive accuracy
of data-driven models. The proposed pre-processing methods are initially designed to process the
training dataset of a two-class classification problem with a binary protected attribute. However,
these pre-processing methods could extend to all predictive problems whose output and protected
attributes could be converted into discrete class labels. Furthermore, these methods could be
applied to solve fairness problems in data-driven models for any building type (e.g., commercial
and residential).
This paper unfolds into several segments. Section 2 introduces the pre-processing methods
studied along with accuracy and fairness measures. Section 3 illustrates the application of these
pre-processing methods through a case study, along with its collected data and a description of 576
study cases. Section 4 presents results in terms of accuracy measures and fairness measures. To
explain results, data distribution change under different pre-processing methods is discussed in
Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes this study and lists future research avenues.
2. Methodology
The studied or proposed pre-processing methods are introduced in Section 2.1. Then, in
Section 2.2, accuracy measures (to evaluate closeness of predicted values to measured values) and
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fairness measures (to reflect the predictive accuracy difference between different situations
grouped by the protected attribute) for two-class classification problems are explained.
2.1. Pre-processing methods
This section presents five types of pre-processing methods—uniform sampling, sequential
sampling, preferential sampling, reversed preferential sampling, and sequential preferential
sampling. These methods process the original training data (i.e., candidate training dataset denoted
by Xcandidate) and produce a designed training dataset (Xdesigned). Among them, uniform sampling
and preferential sampling are proposed by Kamiran and Calders [43], while others are proposed
by the authors. Note that all these methods are designed to obtain a more balanced training dataset
for two-class classification problems with a binary protected attribute.
2.1.1. Uniform sampling
In uniform sampling, each data point in Xcandidate has the same chance to be duplicated or
removed. The procedure is as follows:
First, partition the candidate training set into four groups: 1) PP (Positive protected
attribute and Positive actual class label); 2) PN (Positive protected attribute and Negative actual
class label); 3) NP (Negative protected attribute and Positive actual class label), and 4) NN
(Negative protected attribute and Negative actual class label) based on Equations 1–4. The number
of training points in these groups are represented by |PP|, |PN|, |NP|, and |NN|, respectively.
PP ∶= {S = Positive and Y = Positive}

(1)

PN ∶= {S = Positive and Y = Negative}

(2)

NP ∶= {S = Negative and Y = Positive}

(3)

NN ∶= {S = Negative and Y = Negative}

(4)

where S is the protected attribute, and Y is the class label of the training point.
Next, calculate the expected number of training points for each group to sample a balanced
training dataset. As the research objective is eliminating bias from protected attributes and target
class, the expected data distribution in Xdesigned should be: Prexp(S = Positive) = Prexp(S = Negative)
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= 0.5, and Prexp(Y = Positive) = Prexp(Y = Negative) = 0.5, where Prexp means the expected
possibility of one point belonging to a specified group. S and Y should be statistically independent,
which means Prexp(S = s, Y= y)= Prexp(S = s)* Prexp(Y = y)=0.25, where s, y ∈ [Negative, Positive].
Therefore, the expected number of points in PP, PN, NP, and NN of the designed training set,
respectively, is calculated using Equation 5.
|PP|design = |PN|design = |NP|design = |NN|design = 0.25 ∗ | Xdesigned |

(5)

Finally, sample |PP|design, |PN|design, |NP|design, and |NN|design training points randomly from
groups PP, PN, NP, and NN in Xcandidate to Xdesigned, respectively. When the actual points in one
group are higher than the designed number, randomly slice the designed number of training points
from that group to Xdesigned. On the other hand, when the number of actual points in one group is
positive but less than the designed number, randomly duplicate points from this group until the
designed number is reached, and then slice to Xdesigned. Furthermore, if one group is empty, its
designed number of training points will be randomly sliced from the group with most training
points.
A formal description of the uniform sampling method is shown in Algorithm 1, where <D,
S, Y> denotes the elements of one training point and D represents the unprotected features.
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Algorithm 1: Uniform Sampling

2.1.2. Sequential sampling
The sequential sampling method algorithm is listed in Algorithm 2. Its first two steps (i.e.,
partition groups and calculate designed number of points) are the same as the uniform sampling.
However, in the final step, sequential sampling slices most recent training data from four groups
in turns. This indicates that after sequential sampling, the number of points in some groups might
not reach the designed number. However, sequential sampling could capture the latest information
from Xcandidate.
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Algorithm 2: Sequential sampling

2.1.3. Preferential sampling
Preferential sampling and uniform sampling differ as preferential sampling duplicates or
removes data close to the decision boundary (a hypersurface dividing dataset into two classes) for
each group. Preferential sampling is proposed because data points close to the decision boundary
are more likely to be discriminated or favored [43]. Closeness to decision boundary is determined
by a ranker (see Algorithm 3). In the ranker, a probabilistic classifier is first trained using Xcandidate.
In this study, Naïve Bayes is selected as the classifier in the ranker. Then, the trained classifier
could return the possibility of classifying each training point as positive (p_positive) or negative
(p_negative).
In preferential sampling (see Algorithm 4), training points in group PP and NP are placed
in ascending order with respect to p_positive, while those in group PN and NN are placed in
ascending order with respect to p_negative. The more front the training point is in each group, the
closer it is to the decision boundary. Then, if the actual points in one group exceed the designed
number, slice the last designed number of training points from that group to Xdesigned. When the
number of actual points in one group is less than the designed number but higher than zero,
duplicate points closest to the decision boundary until reaching the designed number, and then
11

slice these points to Xdesigned. Furthermore, if one group is empty, the designed number of training
points for that group will be sliced in descending order from the group with the most training points.
Algorithm 3: Ranker
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Algorithm 4: Preferential sampling

2.1.4. Reversed preferential sampling
The reversed preferential sampling method algorithm is presented in Algorithm 5. The
difference between reversed preferential sampling and preferential sampling is that when the actual
points in one group are higher than the designed number, points furthest from the decision
boundary would be removed by the reversed preferential sampling method. This sampling method
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is proposed following the hypothesis that removing data close to the decision boundary might
change the original decision boundary.
Algorithm 5: Reversed preferential sampling

2.1.5. Sequential preferential sampling
Sequential preferential sampling (see Algorithm 6) slices training points close to the
decision boundary from the four groups of Xcandidate, one by one to Xdesigned. This indicates
sequential preferential sampling will not duplicate the training points, and thus all sampled training
points are the actual observed data.
14

Algorithm 6: Sequential preferential sampling

To compare these five pre-processing methods, their procedures are summarized in Figure
1. The first two steps (i.e., partition data points into four groups and calculate designed number of
samples for each group) are the same for all methods. In Step 3, uniform sampling randomly
duplicates or removes data for each group until samples in the corresponding group reach the
designed number. Sequential sampling lists data in each group chronologically (the earlier the data,
the closer to the current time) and samples it from four groups in turns. Preferential sampling
duplicates or removes data closer to the decision boundary. Reversed preferential sampling
duplicates data closer to the decision boundary for groups without enough data, and removes data
furthest from the decision boundary from groups with more samples than the designed number.
Sequential preferential sampling lists data in each group in order of closeness to decision boundary,
and samples data from these four groups in turns.
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Figure 1: Pre-processing methods procedure
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2.2. Accuracy and fairness measures
2.2.1. Accuracy measures
Accuracy, recall, and specificity (Equations 6–8) are commonly used accuracy measures
for two-class classification problems. The meaning of TP, TN, FP, and FN in these equations are
shown in Table 1.
Table 1: Confusion matrix
Actual class

Predicted class

P

N

P

TP

FP

N

FN

TN

Note: P = Positive; N = Negative; TP = True Positive; FP = False Positive; TN = True Negative; FN = False
Negative

Accuracy =

TP + TN
TP + FP + FN + TN

Recall =

(6)

TP
TP + FN

Specificity =

(7)

TN
FP + TN

(8)

Using these accuracy measures matters for three reasons. First, accuracy reflects the overall
predictive accuracy of the data-driven model. Second, recall indicates the true positive rate, which
is the proportion of correctly predicting the class label as positive when the actual class label is
positive. For instance, in lighting status prediction, a small recall indicates lighting status is falsely
predicted as OFF when it should be ON. Control actions (e.g., automatically turning OFF lighting
or reducing electricity consumption for the user) based on this predictive signal would create poor
user experience. And third, specificity (also called true negative rate) shows the ability of accurate
prediction when the actual label is negative. For instance, in lighting status prediction, specificity
calculates the rate of predicting as turning OFF lighting when the actual lighting status is OFF.
Thus, if specificity is too low, the predictor would wrongly turn ON lighting when unnecessary.
This would result in energy waste.
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2.2.2. Fairness measures
Fairness measures could be classified into three broad categories according to the type of
fairness to be evaluated [36]. Since not all fairness measures can be met simultaneously in most
cases [46], researchers should select the ones relevant to research objective.
In this study, the highest concern is predictive accuracy in different situations defined by
the protected attribute (denoted by S). It can be calculated by group conditional accuracy measures:
c-Accuracy (Equation 9), c-Recall (Equation 10), and c-Specificity (Equation 11). Note that for S
= Positive, its conditional accuracy measures are 1-Accuracy, 1-Recall, and 1-Specificity. These
measures show predictive accuracy when the protected attribute label is Positive. On the other
hand, for S = Negative, conditional accuracy measures are called 0-Accuracy, 0-Recall, and 0Specificity. They reflect the predictive performance when the protected attribute is Negative.
̂ = y | Y = y, S = s]
c − Accuracy = 𝑃[Y

(9)

̂ = Positive | Y = Positive, S = s]
c − Recall = 𝑃[Y

(10)

̂ = Negative | Y = Negative, S = s]
c − Specificity = 𝑃[Y

(11)

̂ means the predicted label,
where c indicates the group conditional accuracy measures; c ∈ [0, 1], Y
̂
Y ∈ [Negative, Positive].
Then, to evaluate fairness Type II by presenting the similarity of group conditional
accuracy measures, accuracy rate (Equation 12), recall rate (Equation 13), and specificity rate
(Equation 14) are selected fairness measures. They are the rates of minimum group conditional
accuracy measures to the maximum group conditional accuracy measures. The higher the rates,
the similar the predictive performance for Y in the situation when S = Positive and when S =
Negative. When these rates exceed 80%, fairness Type II is achieved in terms of the “80 percent
rule” [47]. This rule means the predictive result is fair when the predictive performance of any
protected group is at least 80% of the highest predictive performance of these groups.
Accuracy rate =

min(1 − Accuracy, 0 − Accuracy)
max(1 − Accuracy, 0 − Accuracy)

(12)
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Recall rate =

Specificity rate =

min(1 − Recall, 0 − Recall)
max(1 − Recall, 0 − Recall)

(13)

min(1 − Specificity, 0 − Specificity)
max(1 − Specificity, 0 − Specificity)

(14)

3. Case study
To demonstrate the proposed pre-processing methods and investigate their effect on the tradeoff between accuracy and fairness for data-driven building models, study cases are designed to
solve a two-class classification problem (i.e., lighting status prediction) with a binary protected
attribute (i.e., motion status) for an apartment building. Data used for the case study is described
in Section 3.1 and study cases are explained in Section 3.2.
3.1. Data description
Data in this study was collected from an apartment in a residential building in Lyon, France
for the year 2016, with one-minute time intervals [25,48]. Weather information was processed
from a local weather station in Vaulx-en-Velin, France. To increase the acceptable runtime for
prediction (duration of a time step), and ensure representability of processed data, collected data
was processed at 5-minute intervals. Missing data and outliers were processed by Li et al. [25].
Statistical distribution of the collected data is listed in Table 2. In this table, the numbering
for motion status and lighting status represents the corresponding presence sensor and lighting
sensor installed in the apartment. There are 14 presence sensors and 12 lighting sensors. Detailed
information for the installed sensors is listed in
Table 3. Note that the attribute ‘Motion Status_total’ in Table 2 represents the overall
motion status in the studied apartment. It is recorded as ON if at least one presence sensor detected
the motion status as ON at the same time.
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Table 2: Statistical distribution of the collected data
Name

Type

Min/Least

Max/Most

(No. points)

(No. points)

Ave

Deviation

Motion Status No,1

Binominal

ON (4034)

OFF (87994)

Motion Status No.2

Binominal

ON (8252)

OFF (83776)

Motion Status No.3

Binominal

ON (10195)

OFF (81833)

Motion Status No.4

Binominal

ON (715)

OFF (91313)

Motion Status No.5

Binominal

ON (1299)

OFF (90729)

Motion Status No.6

Binominal

ON (3061)

OFF (88967)

Motion Status No.7

Binominal

ON (1487)

OFF (90541)

Motion Status No.8

Binominal

ON (2406)

OFF (89622)

Motion Status No.9

Binominal

ON (13650)

OFF (78378)

Motion Status No.10

Binominal

ON (4750)

OFF (87278)

Motion Status No.11

Binominal

ON (860)

OFF (91168)

Motion Status No.12

Binominal

ON (4623)

OFF (87405)

Motion Status No.13

Binominal

ON (233)

OFF (91795)

Motion Status No.14

Binominal

ON (261)

OFF (91767)

Motion Status_total

Binominal

ON (29041)

OFF (62986)

Lighting Status No.1

Binominal

ON (95)

OFF (91933)

Lighting Status No.2

Binominal

ON (9510)

OFF (82518)

Lighting Status No.3

Binominal

ON (10946)

OFF (81082)

Lighting Status No.4

Binominal

ON (315)

OFF (91713)

Lighting Status No.5

Binominal

ON (12082)

OFF (79946)

Lighting Status No.6

Binominal

ON (12942)

OFF (79086)

Lighting Status No.7

Binominal

ON (1032)

OFF (90996)

Lighting Status No.8

Binominal

ON (914)

OFF (91114)

Lighting Status No.9

Binominal

ON (558)

OFF (91470)

Lighting Status No.10

Binominal

ON (186)

OFF (91842)

Lighting Status No.11

Binominal

ON (307)

OFF (91721)

Lighting Status No.12

Binominal

ON (317)

OFF (91711)

Global Horizontal Illuminance (lux)

Integer

-99

143800

13614

24420

Global Vertical North Illuminance (lux)

Integer

-99

28900

3075

4444

Global Vertical East Illuminance (lux)

Integer

-99

91900

7001

15587

Global Vertical South Illuminance (lux)

Integer

-99

105400

8774

17637

Global Vertical West Illuminance (lux)

Integer

-99

98700

5591

12259
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Table 3: Description of sensors [25]
Sensor

Company name

Type

Accuracy

Presence Detector

Theben

PlanoCentro A-KNX

-( detection area 64 m2 if seated)

Lighting Sensor

ABB

KNX Energy Module:

±2/3/6%

EM/S 3.16.3

In this study, ‘Motion Status_total’ is the protected attribute, while Lighting Status No.1 to
No.12 are classifier outputs. Therefore, Positive(ON)/Negative(OFF) protected attribute means
motion status, while Positive(ON)/Negative(OFF) class label represents lighting status. The ratios
of groups PP, PN, NP, and NN among the entire dataset for Lighting Status No.1 to No.12 are
presented in Figure 2. For all lighting series, data is mainly distributed in groups NN (around 65%
- 68%) and PN (around 21% - 32%).
Lighting Status No.1
100.00%
Lighting Status No.12
Lighting Status No.2
80.00%
60.00%

Lighting Status No.11

Lighting Status No.3

40.00%
20.00%
Lighting Status No.10

Lighting Status No.4

0.00%

Lighting Status No.9

Lighting Status No.5

Lighting Status No.8

Lighting Status No.6
Lighting Status No.7

PP

PN

NP

NN

Figure 2: Ratios of PP, PN, NP, and NN for Lighting Status No.1 to No.12

3.2. Study cases
As Table 4 shows, 576 study cases were designed to compare the effects of 6 kinds of preprocessing methods (including the reference case) on the predictive accuracy and fairness of 12
series of lighting status (Lighting Status No.1 to No.12) under 2 types of input combinations
(WithOccupancy or WithoutOccupancy) and 4 types of classifiers (i.e., Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), Logistic Regression, and Naïve Bayes).
(6*12*2*4=576). Study cases are named by the utilized pre-processing method. Reference cases
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refer to a situation with no pre-processing method implemented. Note these case studies consider
‘Motion Status_total’ as the protected attribute.
Table 4: Description of study cases
Case Name

Pre-processing
methods

Reference Case
Uniform
Sampling

Uniform
Sampling

Sequential
Sampling

Sequential
Sampling

Preferential
Sampling

Preferential
Sampling

Reversed
Reversed
Preferential
Preferential
Sampling
Sampling
Sequential
Sequential
Preferential
Preferential
Sampling
Sampling
Note: (1) D’ = {Hour of The Day,

Inputs for training and
prediction
WithOccupancy (D’, S’)

Classifier

WithoutOccpancy (D’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithOccupancy (D’, S’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithoutOccpancy (D’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithOccupancy (D’, S’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithoutOccpancy (D’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithOccupancy (D’, S’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithoutOccpancy (D’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithOccupancy (D’, S’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithoutOccpancy (D’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithOccupancy (D’, S’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

WithoutOccpancy (D’)

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression, Naïve Bayes

Day of The Week, Global Horizontal Illuminance, Global Vertical North

Illuminance, Global Vertical East Illuminance, Global Vertical South Illuminance, Global Vertical West Illuminance}
(2) S’ = {Motion Status No.1–No.14, Motion Status_total}

In reference cases, classifiers are trained by data from the previous four weeks, and then
used for predicting next week’s lighting status. Training data is updated weekly by newly observed
data. Figure 3 shows the training and validation procedure for cases using pre-processing methods.
First, the pre-processing strategy processes Xcandidate to produce the designed training set Xdesigned.
In this study, Xdesigned contains data for four weeks. Next, Xdesigned is used to train the classification
model. After, the trained classifier is used to predict lighting status (𝑌̂𝑣𝑎𝑙𝑖𝑑 ) one week ahead based
on inputs extracted from next week’s validation dataset Xvalid. Then, Xvalid and Xdesigned are updated
as Xcandidate every week, and the loop repeats until the procedure receives the ‘stop’ signal. In this
study, the procedure stops after 41 prediction cycles (41 weeks).
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Figure 3: Training and validation procedure for cases using pre-processing methods

‘WithOccupancy’ means occupants give classifier permission to use occupancy-related
data (motion status S’) for prediction, while ‘WithoutOccupancy’ cases ban it. Comparing the
effect of these two types of input combinations is done to investigate the possibility of achieving
fairness Type I: The lighting status predictive result is independent of motion status.
Furthermore, four types of commonly used classifiers (SVM, ANN, Logistic Regression,
and Naïve Bayes) are developed to study the robustness of pre-processing methods. These
classifiers are of a different mathematical nature, but show good predictive performances when
used for solving classification problems in building and indoor environment [19]. SVM predicts
the class label by maximizing the margin between different categories [49]; it is not sensitive to
noisy data. ANN usually consists of an input layer, several hidden layers, and an output layer. It
predicts the output by learning the weight and bias of the activation functions in hidden layers and
output layer. ANN is the basis for deep learning models [21]. Thus, studying the effect of preprocessing methods on ANN’s predictive result could also reveal the potential applicability of pre23

processing methods in deep leaning models. Logistic Regression is popular for two-class
classification problems. Its fundamental function is to predict the possibility of an object belonging
to a positive class using a logistic function [50]. Naïve Bayes classifiers are a set of simple
classifiers that apply Bayes’ algorithm with the ‘naive’ assumption of conditional independence
between attributes given the class label value [51]. Naïve Bayes classifiers include three main
types: Gaussian Naïve Bayes, Multinomial Naïve Bayes, and Bernoulli Naïve Bayes. This study
uses Gaussian Naïve Bayes.
Note that hyperparameters (i.e., pre-defined parameters before model training) in datadriven models could affect predictive performance [52]. Moreover, this case study is designed to
compare the fairness improvement ability of pre-processing methods as well as their effect on
predictive accuracy. Therefore, to avoid hyperparameter influence on results, they remain
unchanged for the same classifier kind in different cases. A detailed description of
hyperparameters of the four classifier types used here is in the supplementary information.
All cases are run by Python 3.7 on a laptop with Intel Core i7-7700HQ CPU @2.80GHz
and 8GB of RAM.
4. Results
In this section, predictive results of cases are presented in terms of accuracy measures
(Section 4.1) and fairness measures (Section 4.2).
4.1. Results: accuracy measures
The overall predictive accuracy for Lighting Status No.1 to No.12 under different preprocessing strategies and classification models is statistically analyzed in Figure 4. Note that a
circle point in this box and whisker plot represent overall predictive accuracy (y axis) for one type
of lighting status after 41 weeks of prediction under the corresponding setting of input type (legend
label), pre-processing method (x axis), and classification model (subfigure title). Thus, each box
summarizes accuracy for 12 lighting status types. Figure 4 shows suppressing motion status (S’)
from input features influences predictive accuracy less than pre-processing strategies and
classification methods. The difference of overall accuracy between cases using ‘WithOccupancy’
as inputs and cases simply using D’ as inputs is negligible (less than 3% on average). This indicates
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lighting status is independent from motion status for most lighting sensors in the apartment.
Therefore, for these lighting sensors, lighting status prediction could be defined as fair in terms of
Type I.
For all classification models, reference cases are more accurate. Sequential sampling and
sequential preferential sampling strategies averagely decrease the overall accuracy by less than 5%
for SVM, ANN, and Logistic Regression, and by around 10% for Naïve Bayes, while preferential
sampling significantly decreases the average overall accuracy by over 35% for ANN and Logistic
Regression, over 20% for SVM and 15% for Naïve Bayes on the average. The effect of uniform
sampling and reversed preferential sampling on accuracy depends on classification methods. When
using SVM, the mean accuracy is almost 85%. When using ANN, it drops to around 50%. As
shown in Figure 4(a), reversed preferential sampling results in higher predictive accuracy for SVM
than preferential sampling. Because SVM is meant to maximize the margin between different
categories and is insensitive to data furthest from the decision boundary, hypothesis proposed in
Section 2.1.4 could be verified: Sampling methods that remove data close to the decision boundary
could change the original decision boundary more and cause poorer predictive accuracy. Moreover,
the 50% accuracy line (expected accuracy of a random classifier) in each Figure 4 subfigure
indicates the acceptable lower bound for all presented classifiers. Cases with accuracy lower than
this line should be abandoned.
Further, in all cases the lowest point for each box (worst accuracy) in Figure 4 presents the
accuracy for ‘Lighting Status No.1’. In Table 2, ‘Lighting Status No.1’ is OFF most of the time.
This reveals that an unbalanced training dataset could cause worse predictive accuracy.
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(a) SVM

(c) Logistic Regression

(b) ANN

(d) Naïve Bayes

Figure 4: Accuracy under different cases using (a) SVM, (b) ANN, (c) Logistic Regression, and (d) Naïve Bayes
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Figure 5 shows recall in different cases. Like Figure 4, recall differences between cases
using ‘WithOccupancy’ or ‘WithoutOccupancy’ as inputs are ignorable. However, in contrast to
Figure 4, the reference case presents the worst recall (less than 10% for most lighting status series)
compared to other cases when SVM, ANN, and Logistic Regression are classifiers. When using
these classifiers, sequential sampling and sequential preferential sampling show less recall
improvement potential than uniform sampling, preferential sampling, and reversed preferential
sampling. For the Naïve Bayes classifier, recall of sequential preferential sampling is even worse
than the reference case. Overall, uniform sampling, preferential sampling, and reversed
preferential sampling could effectively increase recall over 50% when using ANN, Logistic
Regression, or Naïve Bayes as classifier.
On the other hand, in Figure 5(a)–(c), the lowest point for each box usually presents recall
for lighting that is OFF most of the time (e.g., ‘Lighting Status No.1’, ‘Lighting Status No.4’,
‘Lighting Status No.11’, or ‘Lighting Status No.12’). This result implies that recall (true positive
rate) could be improved by increasing the number of training data with a positive observed class
label.
Figure 6 shows specificity in different cases. For each case, specificity resembles accuracy
as most observed target values are negative.
Overall, users should choose proper data pre-processing strategies and classifiers based on
their demand. For instance, if better overall accuracy is prioritized, the reference case would be a
good choice when the original training dataset is mainly negative class label data. However, if
recall also matters, sequential sampling could be considered. If higher recall is the priority, uniform
sampling, preferential sampling, and reversed preferential sampling can be the sampling strategy,
while ANN could be the classifier.
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(a) SVM

(c) Logistic Regression

(b) ANN

(d) Naïve Bayes

Figure 5: Recall under different cases using (a) SVM, (b) ANN, (c) Logistic Regression, and (d) Naïve Bayes
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(a) SVM

(b) ANN

(c) Logistic Regression

(d) Naïve Bayes

Figure 6: Specificity under different cases using (a) SVM, (b) ANN, (c) Logistic Regression, and (d) Naïve Bayes
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4.2. Results: fairness measures
Accuracy rate for different cases is shown in Figure 7. In this figure, accuracy rates of cases
using ‘WithOccupancy’ inputs are similar to those using ‘WithoutOccupancy’. When using SVM
as classifier, compared to the reference case, sequential sampling and sequential preferential
sampling show the ability to increase accuracy rate to over 90%. For the ANN classifier, sequential
sampling, preferential sampling, and sequential preferential sampling could increase accuracy rate
to be higher than 80% for most lighting status series. Sequential sampling also increases accuracy
rate when Logistic Regression is used as classifier. No sampling strategy could significantly
improve fairness in terms of accuracy rate when using the Naïve Bayes classifier. Furthermore,
most cases predicted by SVM present an accuracy rate over 80%, which is better than cases using
other classifiers. Additionally, the fairness improvement ability of each pre-processing method
varies among different lighting status series. However, no specific pattern between training data
quality and accuracy rate improvement potentiality has been discovered.
The recall rate of different cases is summarized in Figure 8. Reference cases using
‘WithoutOccupancy’ inputs have a higher recall rate (over 80% for most lighting status series)
than reference cases with ‘WithOccupancy’ inputs. Besides, pre-processing strategies for
improving recall rate should be selected based on classifiers. For SVM, sequential sampling would
be the best option when motion status is not one of the features, and sequential preferential shows
the best mean recall rate improvement ability when motion status is included. For ANN, uniform
sampling could improve the mean and minimum recall rate, while sequential sampling and
sequential preferential sampling could increase the median recall rate. For Logistic Regression,
sequential sampling increases recall rate for cases using ‘WithOccupancy’ inputs and cases using
‘WithoutOccupancy’ inputs, while other sampling methods could significantly increase recall rate
when motion status is one of the features. Finally, for Naïve Bayes, uniform sampling would be
the best choice.
Figure 9 presents specificity rate for different cases and shows sampling strategies could
not improve fairness in terms of specificity rate. However, sequential sampling and sequential
preferential sampling could keep specificity rate meeting the “80 percent rule” for most lighting
status series.
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Therefore, the fairness improvement ability of sampling strategies varies among different
features, classifiers, and fairness measures. In general, sequential sampling could be a useful
strategy for increasing accuracy rate and recall rate while maintaining an acceptable specificity
rate.
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(a) SVM

(c) Logistic Regression

(b) ANN

(d) Naï
ve Bayes

Figure 7: Accuracy rate under different cases using (a) SVM, (b) ANN, (c) Logistic Regression, and (d) Naïve Bayes
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(a) SVM

(c) Logistic Regression

(b) ANN

(d) Naï
ve Bayes

Figure 8: Recall rate under different cases using (a) SVM, (b) ANN, (c) Logistic Regression, and (d) Naïve Bayes
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(a) SVM

(c) Logistic Regression

(b) ANN

(d) Naï
ve Bayes

Figure 9: Specificity rate under different cases using (a) SVM, (b) ANN, (c) Logistic Regression, and (d) Naïve Bayes
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5. Discussion
To better understand data distribution change in each group as predictive cycle increases,
Figure 10 shows PP, PN, NP, and NN ratios among the training dataset processed by reference
case, sequential sampling, and sequential preferential sampling using ‘WithOccupancy’ inputs.
The 25% line for ratio means the amount of data in its corresponding group reaches the designed
number. Note that data distribution for uniform sampling, preferential sampling, and reversed
preferential sampling is not presented in this figure because |PP|, |PN|, |NP|, and |NN| are kept at
the designed number all the time.
Figure 10 shows there is no specific pattern of ratio change for groups PP, PN, NP, and
NN in the reference case. Among these four groups, NN accounts for the largest ratio (55% - 90%),
followed by PN (5% - 45%), PP (0% - 18%), and NP (0% - 10%). This indicates lighting is OFF
most of the time in the training dataset, and data is insufficient for representing the situation when
lighting is ON. Therefore, it makes sense that recall and recall rate for reference cases with
‘WithOccupancy’ inputs are worse.
For sequential sampling and sequential preferential sampling, the ratios of these four
groups try to reach 25% as prediction cycle increases. At the beginning of the prediction cycles,
the ratios of PP and NP are even less than 5% for most lighting status series. When these ratios do
not attain 25%, their recall improvement ability is worse than other pre-processing methods due to
insufficient data when lighting is ON. However, as the data distribution is gradually balanced,
sequential sampling and sequential preferential sampling could improve the recall.
Furthermore, unlike other pre-processing methods, sequential sampling and sequential
preferential sampling do not duplicate data. Thus, they may harm the original data distribution
pattern less. As a result, they present a better accuracy rate and recall rate improvement ability
while maintaining specificity rate.
Moreover, Figure 10 shows the data ratio is almost the same between sequential sampling
and sequential preferential sampling. However, as illustrated in Section 4, the predictive accuracy
of sequential sampling is usually better than sequential preferential sampling. This is because
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sequential sampling could capture the most recent pattern in the training dataset, while the
predictive performance of sequential preferential sampling depends on its ranker.
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Figure 10: Ratios of PP, PN, NP, and NN among the training dataset under different pre-processing methods
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6. Conclusion
In this study, the concept of fairness and the requirement to improve fairness in data-driven
building and indoor environment models without harming their predictive accuracy were first
explained. Then, fairness improvement methods were proposed and investigated: (1) To improve
the fairness in terms of Type II, three pre-processing methods—sequential sampling, reversed
preferential sampling, and sequential preferential sampling—were proposed to pre-process the
training dataset of a two-class classification problem with a binary protected attribute. These
proposed methods were compared to two existing pre-processing methods—uniform sampling and
preferential sampling—regarding their impact on predictive accuracy and fairness. (2) To achieve
fairness Type I, protected attribute suppression was implemented and its effect on the lighting
status predictive performance was investigated.
This study used one-year data collected from one apartment building. Overall, 576 study
cases were investigated to draw the comparison between 6 pre-processing methods under 12 series
of lighting status, 2 combinations of features, and 4 classifiers. The predictive results of these cases
were analyzed in terms of accuracy and fairness measures:
(1) Concerning the effect on predictive accuracy, suppressing the protected attribute would
not destroy predictive accuracy. However, using pre-processing methods would decrease accuracy
and specificity compared to cases that did not use them. Among these methods, sequential
sampling and sequential preferential sampling worked best for preserving overall accuracy. On the
other hand, pre-processing methods could effectively improve recall.
(2) For fairness improvement, sequential sampling could be a good option to increase
accuracy and recall rates while maintaining an acceptable specificity rate. The fairness
improvement performance of other strategies, however, varies among different features and
classifiers.
This indicates that the proposed pre-processing methods could be used to improve fairness
Type II for a classification problem with acceptable accuracy decrease. However, this study
presents some limitations: (1) Pre-processing methods were studied based solely on data collected
from one apartment. It cannot represent the applicability and generalizability of these methods to
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other apartments/buildings. (2) Applicability of these pre-processing methods to multi-class
classification problems with multi-class protected attributes was not studied. (3) Hyperparameters
of pre-processing methods were not optimized. Therefore, future studies focusing on solving these
drawbacks could be interesting.
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Abbreviations
ANN

Artificial Neural Network

HEMS

Home Energy Management System

HVAC

Heating Ventilation and Air-Conditioning

MPC

Model Predictive Controller

SVM

Support Vector Machine

Nomenclature
D

Unprotected attributes

D’

Attributes without occupancy-related information

FN

False Negative

FP

False Positive

MAE

Mean Absolute Error

MAPE

Mean Absolute Percentage Error

MBE

Mean Bias Error

MSE

Mean Squared Error

NN

The group with Negative protected attribute and Negative actual class label

NMBE

Normalized Mean Bias Error [%]

NP

The group with Negative protected attribute and Positive actual class label
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PN

The group with Positive protected attribute and Negative actual class label

PP

The group with Positive protected attribute and Positive actual class label

R2

R Square

RMSE

Root Mean Square Error

S

Protected attributes

S’

Attributes with occupancy-related information

TN

True Negative

TP

True Positive

Xcandidate

Candidate training dataset

Xdesigned

Designed training dataset

Xvalid

Validation dataset

Y

Class label of the training point

̂
𝐘

Predicted class label

̂ 𝒗𝒂𝒍𝒊𝒅
𝒀

Predicted class label based on Xvalid

Supplementary information
SVM
In this study, SVM classifiers are modelled by using sklearn.svm.SVC [53] in python.
Hyperparameters for these classifiers are listed in Table S1. Detailed explanation for the meaning
of each hyperparameter could be found in [53].
Table S1: Hyperparameters for SVM classifiers
Hyperparameters

Value

Regularization parameter

Squared l2 penalty

Kernel

Radial basis function

Gamma

Scale

Shrinking

True

Probability

False

Tolerance for stop criterion

1𝑒 −3

Kernel cache size

200

Class weight

None
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Verbose

False

Max iterations within solver

Unlimited

Decision function shape

One-vs-rest

Break ties

False

Random state

None

ANN
ANN classifiers are developed by using sklearn.neural_network.MLPClassifier [54] in
python. Hyperparameters for these classifiers are listed in Table S2. Detailed explanation for the
meaning of each hyperparameter could be found in [54].
Table S2: Hyperparameters for ANN classifiers
Hyperparameters

Value

Hidden layer numbers

2

Hidden later No.1 size

5

Hidden later No.2 size

2

Activation function

Rectified linear unit function

Solver

Lbfgs

Alpha (l2 penalty parameter)

0.0001

Batch size

Auto

Learning rate

Constant

Initial learning rate

0.001

Maximum number of iterations

200

Random state

None

Tolerance for optimization

1𝑒 −4

Verbose

False

Warm start

False

Maximum number of loss function

15000

calls

Logistic Regression
Logistic Regression classifiers are modelled by sklearn.linear_model.LogisticRegression [55]
in python. Their hyperparameters are listed in Table S3.
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Table S3: Hyperparameters for Logistic Regression classifiers
Hyperparameters

Value

Regularization parameter

Squared l2 penalty

Tolerance for stopping criteria

1𝑒 −4

Inverse of regularization strength

1

Fit intercept

True

Class weight

None

Solver

Lbfgs

Maximum number of iterations

100

Random state

None

Multi class

Auto

Verbose

0

Warm start

False

Naïve Bayes
In

this

study,

Gaussian

Naïve

Bayes

is

utilized

and

modelled

by

sklearn.naive_bayes.GaussianNB [56] in python. The hyperparameters are listed in Table S4.
Table S4: Hyperparameters for Gaussian Naive Bayes classifiers
Hyperparameters

Value

Prior probabilities of the classes

None

Variance smoothing

1𝑒 −9
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